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C H E M I S T R Y

Atomically precise bottom-up synthesis  
of -extended [5]triangulene
Jie Su1,2*, Mykola Telychko1,2*, Pan Hu1*, Gennevieve Macam3*, Pingo Mutombo4, 
Hejian Zhang1, Yang Bao1,2, Fang Cheng1,2, Zhi-Quan Huang3, Zhizhan Qiu1,5,  
Sherman J. R. Tan1,5, Hsin Lin6, Pavel Jelínek4,7†, Feng-Chuan Chuang3†, Jishan Wu1†, Jiong Lu1,2†

The zigzag-edged triangular graphene molecules (ZTGMs) have been predicted to host ferromagnetically coupled 
edge states with the net spin scaling with the molecular size, which affords large spin tunability crucial for 
next-generation molecular spintronics. However, the scalable synthesis of large ZTGMs and the direct observation 
of their edge states have been long-standing challenges because of the molecules’ high chemical instability. Here, 
we report the bottom-up synthesis of -extended [5]triangulene with atomic precision via surface-assisted cyclo-
dehydrogenation of a rationally designed molecular precursor on metallic surfaces. Atomic force microscopy 
measurements unambiguously resolve its ZTGM-like skeleton consisting of 15 fused benzene rings, while scanning 
tunneling spectroscopy measurements reveal edge-localized electronic states. Bolstered by density functional 
theory calculations, our results show that [5]triangulenes synthesized on Au(111) retain the open-shell -conjugated 
character with magnetic ground states.

INTRODUCTION
Clipping triangular motifs along the zigzag orientation of graphene 
creates an entire family of zigzag-edged triangular graphene molecules 
(ZTGMs) (also known as non-Kekulé polynuclear benzonoid com-
pounds), which are predicted to have multiple unpaired -electrons 
and high-spin ground states with large net spin scaling linearly with 
the number of carbon atoms of zigzag edges (N, N > 2) (Fig. 1A) 
(1–8). Therefore, the ZTGMs are regarded as promising candidates 
for molecular spintronic devices (3, 9, 10). However, the direct chemical 
synthesis of unsubstituted ZTGMs has been a long-standing challenge 
because of their high chemical instability (1). Recently, a tip-assisted 
approach has been used to synthesize unsubstituted [3]triangulene 
with detailed structural and electronic property characterization. 
However, because only one target molecule can be manipulated at 
one time, this method is useful only for particular applications but 
may not be suitable for other technological applications because of 
a lack of scalability (11). On the other hand, a bottom-up on-surface 
synthetic approach has revealed itself to have a great potential for 
the fabrication of atomically precise graphene-based nanostructures 
(12–17). This method often involves the cyclodehydrogenation of 
precursor monomers or polymerized monomers via intramolecular 
or intermolecular aryl-aryl coupling that occurs predominantly along 
the armchair direction rather than the zigzag direction (13, 15). It 
hence remains a great challenge to design appropriate molecular 
precursors for the synthesis of large homologs of zigzag-edged tri-
angulenes with predicted large net spin.

RESULTS
Synthesis of -extended [5]triangulene
For the synthesis of -extended [5]triangulene, we designed a unique 
molecular precursor (1), as shown in Fig. 1B. This precursor mole-
cule consists of a central triangular core formed by six hexagonal 
rings and three 2,6-dimethylphenyl substituents attached at meso- 
positions of the core (Fig. 1B). This precursor design is expected to 
undergo cyclodehydrogenation and ring-closure reactions on the 
catalytic metal surface at elevated temperatures. The two hydrogen 
atoms linked to the two sp3-carbons of the core (shaded in yellow) 
undergo dehydrogenation first because of the higher stability of the 
as-formed triphenylmethyl radicals compared to benzylic radicals, 
which would be formed if the six methyl groups (shaded in red) were 
dehydrogenated instead. Subsequently, the dehydrogenation of the 
six methyl groups will take place to generate benzylic radicals, which 
can attack the neighboring carbon atoms of the triangular core. Last, 
an aromaticity-driven ring-closure reaction leads to the formation of the 
target -extended [5]triangulene. We developed a new strategy for the 
synthesis of precursor 1. The synthetic route starts from 9-bromo- 
10-(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-anthracene (compound 2), which undergoes 
sequential Suzuki coupling and transformation to give a key dial-
dehyde intermediate (compound 8) (scheme S1). Subsequent addition 
of the aldehyde groups with 2,6-dimethylphenylmagnesiumbromide 
followed by BF3•Et2O-mediated Friedel-Crafts cyclization affords 
target precursor 1 with a 40% yield. After purification, precursor 1 was 
deposited onto atomically clean Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces via 
thermal sublimation under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (see Materials 
and Methods for more details). Both substrates exhibit threefold 
lattice symmetry that closely matches the expected D3h symmetry of 
[5]triangulene. First, we chose the Cu(111) surface as the growth 
substrate because of its higher catalytic activity compared to the Au(111) 
substrate. To produce well-separated target molecules, we deposited 
a low amount of precursor 1 on the substrates and subsequently 
attempted to image these precursors using low-temperature scanning 
tunneling microscopy (LT-STM) at 4.5 K. However, it is challenging 
to resolve starting compound 1, presumably because of its nonplanar 
molecular skeleton giving a high imaging instability. Nevertheless, 
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we found that annealing the precursor-decorated Cu(111) substrate 
at ~500 K induced a cyclodehydrogenation reaction and resulted in 
the formation of flat triangle-shaped molecules that can be matched 
to the expected [5]triangulene molecules, as will be discussed further 
in detail. In contrast to Cu(111), the synthesis of [5]triangulene on 
the relatively inert Au(111) substrate had to be carried out at a higher 
temperature (~600 K) and gave a much lower yield (~5%) of the 
product (~60% yield on the Cu substrate).

Structural characterization of [5]triangulene
A large-scale STM image (Fig. 2A) reveals several well-separated 
triangle-shaped molecules upon annealing of the precursor-decorated 
Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces (Fig. 2, A and D). Magnified STM 
images recorded with a metallic tip (Fig. 2, B and E) show that indi-
vidual molecules adopt a triangular and planar configuration on both 
substrates. The edges of as-obtained molecules on both substrates ex-
hibit characteristic nodal features, resembling the zigzag termini or 
zigzag edges of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) (13, 18). These obser-
vations indicate that the dehydrogenated methyl groups are bonded 
to the neighboring carbon atoms, which leads to the formation of a 
fully -conjugated system with atomically precise zigzag edges.

For accurate chemical determination of reaction products, we con-
ducted noncontact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) measure-
ments of individual triangular molecules in constant height mode 
with a CO-functionalized tip (19–22). In this mode, the contrast of 
the images collected can be correlated to the magnitude of short-range 
repulsive chemical forces (21, 23, 24). Hence, the bright areas exhibit-
ing high-frequency shift represent surface regions with higher electron 
density. As shown in Fig. 2 (C and F), individual triangle-shaped 
reaction products consisting of 15 fused benzene rings with zigzag- 
edged topology can be clearly resolved. Upon closer examination, 

noticeable “line features” attached to individual zigzag carbon atoms 
can be observed, suggesting the possibility of a monohydrogenated 
zigzag edge. CH2 termination can be excluded because of the absence 
of distinct maxima at the edges (11, 13, 21, 25). Moreover, the 
absence of bonding signature of [5]triangulene to the supporting 
substrates can be ascribed to the  radical nature of its zigzag edges, 
which is in stark contrast to  radicals (26). Note that experimental 
nc-AFM images have excellent agreement with simulated ones for var-
ious tip-molecule distances using the numerical model developed by 
Hapala et al. (24). The slight elongation of corner hexagonal rings can be 
rationalized by nonhomogeneous force field potential affecting the 
lateral bending of probe particle (CO) at the corners of [5]triangulene 
(11, 24). Hence, the observed molecular morphology corresponds to 
the expected [5]triangulene. Moreover, the possibility to acquire the 
high-resolution images resolving all benzene rings with the same 
brightness over all molecules in the constant height mode indicates 
that the molecule adopted the flat structure. This excludes a strong 
nonlocal interaction with an elbow of the Au(111) surface.

Probing electronic properties of [5]triangulene
The freestanding [5]triangulene contains four unpaired -electrons, as 
predicted by different theoretical models (1, 3, 7, 27). A thorough 
investigation of its magnetic ground states and excited states is of 
great interest, but this is outside the scope of this paper. The primary 
focus of this work lies in probing the frontier molecular orbitals of 
[5]triangulene, which will be further compared with theory. To unveil 
its peculiar electronic properties, we performed scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy (STS) measurements of single [5]triangulene grown on 
the weakly interacting Au(111) substrates using a metallic tip 
(14, 17, 28, 29). The characteristic differential conductance (dI/dV) 
point spectra recorded at specific positions over the center (black curve) 
and edge (blue curve) of [5]triangulene along with spectrum collected 
on the bare Au(111) surface (red curve) are illustrated in Fig. 3A. 
The dI/dV spectrum recorded at the molecular edge (blue curve) 
shows two prominent peaks at Vs = −0.62 ± 0.04 V (P1) and 
Vs = 1.07 ± 0.04 V (P2). By contrast, dI/dV spectra acquired at the 
center of the molecule do not show these two features (black curve). 
Moreover, the dI/dV spectrum collected on the clean Au surface 
is rather featureless, apart from the surface state–induced peak 
at −0.48 ± 0.05 V. All these observations suggest that P1 and P2 states 
are associated with molecular states. Furthermore, color-coded dI/
dV spectra (spaced by 0.11 nm) recorded along the molecular edge 
(Fig. 3B) and across the molecular center (Fig. 3C) reveal that both 
P1 and P2 states are observed exclusively at the zigzag edges of 
[5]triangulene.

To capture the spatial distribution of the above-discussed elec-
tronic states, we conducted dI/dV mapping over a single [5]triangulene 
molecule at different sample biases using a metallic tip. Figure 4, B and C, 
shows dI/dV maps recorded at the biases corresponding to the en-
ergetic positions of the aforementioned P1 and P2 states, respectively. 
Differential conductance map collected at the energy of the P1 state 
(−0.62 eV) reveals five bright lobes located at the edge of [5]triangulene 
represented by a characteristic nodal pattern (Fig. 4B). The dI/dV map 
acquired at 1.07 V (Fig. 4C) resolves that the P2 state exhibits an 
edge-localized pattern, resembling that of the P1 state, albeit with a 
slightly blurred nodal structure. This characteristic feature is similar 
to the nodal pattern of spin-polarized electronic states observed at 
the zigzag termini and zigzag edge of GNRs (13). As for now, we 
ascribe P1 and P2 states to spin-polarized edge states (6, 8).

Fig. 1. Illustration of open-shell ZTGMs and the synthetic strategy to -extended 
[5]triangulene. (A) Open-shell ZTGMs with different numbers of zigzag carbon 
atom (N) and predicted spin multiplicity (S). Yellow, monoradical phenalenyl (N = 2); 
red, biradical triangulene (N = 3); violet, -extended triradical [4]triangulene (N = 4); 
blue, tetraradical [5]triangulene (N = 5). (B) Schematic illustration of the surface- assisted 
transformation of rationally designed precursor (compound 1) to [5]triangulene. 
The two yellow spots indicate the sites where the on-surface dehydrogenation 
initiated, and the six red spots represent the methyl groups that undergo the 
cyclodehydrogenation process.
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To gain deeper insights into the electronic structure of [5]triangulene, 
we performed spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations. The calculations reveal that the quintuple ground state of Au- 
supported [5]triangulene is lower in energy by 0.13, 0.27, and 0.38 eV 
than its triplet, singlet open-shell, and singlet closed-shell states, re-
spectively. The energy ordering of these electronic states is consistent 

with the previous calculation of similar graphene molecule systems 
(5, 11, 13, 30). The calculation also reveals a total magnetic moment of 
3.58 b for [5]triangulene on the Au substrate, suggesting that its 
magnetic ground state could be retained on the Au(111) surface (Supple-
mentary Materials). Hereinafter, we will assume that Au-supported 
[5]triangulene has a ferromagnetic alignment of the unpaired electrons.

Fig. 2. Structural characterization of single -extended [5]triangulene synthesized on Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces. (A and D) Large-scale STM images of 
[5]triangulene molecules (A) on Cu(111) and (D) on Au(111) [(A) Vs = −1 V and I = 1 nA; scale bar, 5 nm; (D) Vs = 1 V and I = 0.2 nA; scale bar, 1.5 nm]. (B and E) Zoom-in STM 
images of a single [5]triangulene (B) on Cu(111) and (E) on Au(111) [(B) Vs = −0.8 V and I = 1 nA; (E) Vs = −0.8 V and I = 1 nA; scale bar, 4 Å]. (C and F) nc-AFM images of a single 
[5]triangulene (C) on Cu(111) and (F) on Au(111) acquired using a CO-functionalized tip [(C) ∆z = 0.15 Å, Vs = 30 mV, I = 0.3 nA; (F) ∆z = 0.15 Å, Vs = 10 mV, I = 0.5 nA; scale 
bar, 4 Å]. fcc, face-centered cubic; hcp, hexagonal close-packed.

Fig. 3. Characterization of electronic properties of individual [5]triangulene. (A) Point dI/dV spectra acquired over different sites of the [5]triangulene molecule and 
the Au(111) substrate. dI/dV curves taken at the edge (solid blue line) and at the center (solid black line) of [5]triangulene and taken on the clean Au(111) surface (red 
dotted line). a.u., arbitrary units. (B and C) Color-coded dI/dV spectra (spaced by 0.11 nm) taken along the zigzag edge (B) and across the center of [5]triangulene 
[(C), starting from the apex]. The actual positions where the dI/dV spectra were taken are indicated by gray dots in the inset STM image in (A). SS, surface-state.
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Modeling the electronic structure of [5]triangulene
We note that DFT can provide reliable information about ground-
state energy ordering and the spatial shape of molecular orbitals, 
although it tends to underestimate the size of the electronic gap, which 
is offset by the metallic substrate screening in our case (13, 14). 
Figure 4I depicts the calculated single-particle DFT spin-polarized 
energies of a free [5]triangulene in the ferromagnetic quintuple 
state. The frontier molecular orbitals are four pairs of orbitals [refer 
to 4 ↑ ( ↓ ), 5 ↑ ( ↓ ), 6 ↑ ( ↓ ),and 7 ↑ ( ↓ ) in Fig. 4I] with the corre-
sponding wave function plots, as shown in Fig. 4J. Each spin-down 
orbital is accompanied by the counterpart spin-up orbital arising 
from the spin-polarized orbital splitting (section S4). From the 
energy-level alignment, it is expected that the neutral state of 
[5]triangulene should produce frontier orbital-associated resonances 
below and above the Fermi level (Fig. 4I and fig. S4). As illustrated 
in Fig. 4I, the nearly degenerate spin-up states (4↑, 5↑, 6↑, and 
7↑) and spin-down states (4↓, 5↓, 6↓, and 7↓) are energetically 
close to P1 (−0.62 V) and P2 (1.07 V) states, respectively. However, 
we find that none of the wave function patterns (Fig. 4J) of these 
spin-polarized orbitals matches well with the spatial resolution of 

the dI/dV maps acquired at −0.62 V (P1) and 1.07 V (P2). This can be 
explained by the fact that dI/dV maps are determined by selection 
rules ruling the tunneling matrix elements between the tip orbital and 
linear combination of wave functions of nearly degenerated frontier 
orbitals (31, 32). We calculated the dI/dV images (Fig. 4, F and G) of 
[5]triangulene using a tip with s-like orbital, which mimics well the 
electronic structure of metallic tips (32). The calculated dI/dV images 
reveal three characteristic lobes located at the center of the edge with 
a pair of brighter lobes at the apex of the triangle. Such an edge- 
localized nodal pattern shows a good agreement with our experi-
mental dI/dV map recorded at the energy position of P1. We note 
that the P2 state is also exclusively localized at the edge, albeit with a 
slightly blurred nodal structure. The slightly different contrast of 
dI/dV maps between P1 and P2 states may arise from the different 
degrees of degeneracy of spin-up and spin-down edge states, as pre-
dicted in our theoretical results (Fig. 4I and fig. S6). It means that in 
particular energy where the dI/dV map was acquired, the weight of 
certain molecular orbitals is lower because of different degrees of de-
generacy of the frontier orbitals, giving rise to a slightly asymmetric 
contrast.

Fig. 4. Electronic structure of [5]triangulene. (A to D) Experimental dI/dV maps recorded at different energy positions [−2.2 V for (A), −0.62 V for (B), 1.07 V for (C), and 
2.2 V for (D); scale bar, 4 Å]. (E to H) Simulated dI/dV maps of [5]triangulene acquired at different energy positions corresponding to different sets of orbitals: (E) 2↓ 
and 3↓, (F) 4↑ to 7↑, (G) 4↓ to 7↓ (note: the weight of 5↓ is set to 0.7; refer to fig. S8 for more details), and (H) 8↑ and 9↑. Scale bar, 4 Å. (I) Calculated spin-polarized 
molecular orbital energies of an isolated [5]triangulene. Blue and red refers to spin-up and spin-down states, respectively. (J) DFT-calculated wave functions of four pairs 
of spin-polarized orbitals [4 ↑ ( ↓ ), 5 ↑ ( ↓ ), 6 ↑ ( ↓ ), and 7 ↑ ( ↓ )]. Red and blue colors indicate the wave functions with positive or negative values, respectively.
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In addition, the dI/dV spectrum taken at the edge of [5]triangulene 
resolves two sharp rises near the sample biases of −2.2 and 2.2 V 
(section S3). The experimental dI/dV maps acquired at these 
energies are shown in Fig. 4 (A and D). The nodal patterns of these 
two states are in agreement with the calculated dI/dV maps at the 
corresponding energetic positions. The spatial dI/dV maps of P3 and 
P4 states are notably different from those of P1 and P2 states, which 
further confirm that P3 and P4 states are originated from different 
molecular orbitals.

Last, we used GW approximation of many-body perturbation 
(section S4) to calculate the quasiparticle energies of a free [5]triangulene. 
The quasiparticle gap of a free [5]triangulene is predicted to be 
2.81 eV based on the GW calculations. To directly compare the 
GW gap with the experimental value, we have to include the dynamic 
screening from electrons residing in the molecule and the underly-
ing Au(111) substrate, which is anticipated to substantially reduce 
the quasiparticle gap of [5]triangulene. The energy gap of Au-supported 
[5]triangulene is determined to be ~1.7 eV (Fig. 3A). A direct com-
parison between the experimentally determined gap and the GW- 
predicted value yields a gap reduction of around 1 eV attributed to 
the metallic substrate screening, consistent with a previous study of 
the GNRs (28) and other molecular systems with comparable size 
(33–37). All the observations discussed above point toward a magnetic 
ground state of [5]triangulene on Au(111), which is further supported 
by our DFT calculations (section S4).

DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we demonstrate a feasible bottom-up approach for 
the atomically precise synthesis of unsubstituted -extended 
[5]triangulene on metallic surfaces. Our nc-AFM imaging ambiguously 
confirms the zigzag edge topology of [5]triangulene, and STM mea-
surements resolve the edge-localized electronic states. The successful 
synthesis of -extended triangulenes not only enables the magnetism 
and spin transport properties to be explored at the single-molecule 
level but also opens a new avenue for fabricating larger triangular 
zigzag-edged graphene quantum dots with atomic precision for spin 
and quantum transport applications. Therefore, it is of great interest 
to generate similar systems with different sizes and spin numbers 
and uncover their properties on various substrates by spin-polarized 
STM studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis and characterization of organic precursor
Compound 1 was synthesized using the procedures illustrated in 
scheme S1. Details of the synthesis and spectroscopic characterizations 
of the precursor are presented in the Supplementary Materials.

Sample preparation
Au(111) and Cu(111) single crystal (MaTeck GmbH) was cleaned 
by multiple cycles of Ar+ sputtering and annealing. We used Knudsen 
cell (MBE-Komponenten GmbH) for the deposition of precursor 
molecules (compound 1) onto clean Cu(111) and Au(111) surfaces 
under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (base pressure, <2 × 10−10 mbar). 
After deposition of precursors, the sample was annealed at 500 K 
(600 K for Au) for 20 min for the synthesis of [5]triangulene. Subse-
quently, the sample was transferred into the STM/AFM head for 
imaging and characterization.

STM/AFM characterization
The experiments were conducted in an Omicron LT-STM/AFM system 
operated under ultrahigh vacuum (base pressure, P < 2 × 10−11 mbar) 
at a temperature of T = 4.5 K. The microscope was equipped with 
qPlus sensors with a resonance frequency of f0 = 22839.5 Hz, a stiff-
ness of k = 1800 N m−1, and a quality factor of 23,000. The qPlus 
sensor allows simultaneous access to It and df channels. nc-AFM 
images were collected at a constant-height frequency modulation 
mode using an oscillation amplitude of A = 100 pm. The tip-sample 
distance with respect to an STM set point is indicated in the figure 
caption for each AFM image. The dI/dV spectra were collected using 
an external lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research System) with 
a modulation frequency of 779 Hz and an amplitude of 10 mV. The 
color-coded dI/dV spectra were taken at the constant-current mode 
with the same initial set points (1.5 V and 1 nA) over the molecule and 
the bare Au(111) substrate. dI/dV maps were collected using the 
same parameter with spectra in a constant-current mode (fig. S3) 
(17, 29). We used chemically etched tungsten tips treated by multiple 
voltage pulsing in combination with a controlled poking into clean 
metal surfaces. The CO molecule was picked up by a clean and sharp 
metal tip following a routine procedure (38).

Calculation methods
For all calculation details, please refer to section S4.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/7/eaav7717/DC1
Section S1. Synthesis and characterization of the precursor (compound 1)
Section S2. Additional nc-AFM images and simulated AFM images of [5]triangulene
Section S3. dI/dV spectra and maps of [5]triangulene synthesized on the Au(111) surface
Section S4. Theoretical calculation of electronic properties of [5]triangulene
Scheme S1. The synthetic route of the precursor (compound 1).
Fig. S1. Experimental and simulated AFM images of [5]triangulene.
Fig. S2. STS spectra collected over the [5]triangulene molecule on the Au(111) surface.
Fig. S3. Constant current dI/dV maps of P1 to P4 with the corresponding STM images.
Fig. S4. Calculated energy diagram and spin density distribution of [5]triangulene with 
different magnetic configurations.
Fig. S5. Wave function patterns and orbital densities of 4 ↑ ( ↓ ) to 7 ↑ ( ↓ ).
Fig. S6. Wave functions and charge densities of molecular orbitals in the singlet closed-shell, 
singlet open-shell, and quintuplet states.
Fig. S7. The calculated energy diagrams of a free [5]triangulene via DFT, HSE06, and GW 
methods.
Fig. S8. Simulated dI/dV maps of [5]triangulene taken at an energetic position of the P2 state 
contributed by different weights of orbitals 4↓ to 7↓.
Table S1. Total system energies of quintuplet (Q), triplet (T), singlet open-shell (SO), and singlet 
closed-shell (SC) states with respect to that of the SC state.
Table S2. The calculated energy gap of [3]triangulene and [5]triangulene.
Appendix S1. 1H-13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectra and mass spectra for all new 
compounds
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